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Prior to installation it is important to sweep the area clean of 
debris and degrease to ensure maximum adhesion. Once 

complete, mark where you would like to place the mat.

Begin installation by removing the adhesive liner from the centre 
of the mat, ensuring this is performed carefully without causing 

any tears to the liner.

Lay the mat down carefully into the position you marked out in 
step one. Slowly lay the mat away from you and simultaneously 

wipe with an alcohol wipe across the mat.

Once the mat is fully adhered to the sub-floor, wipe over again 
to ensure maximum adhesion and identify any bubbles. If there’s 
bubbling, simply lift the mat carefully and reapply to the sub-floor 

whilst carefully wiping over.

Remove the edging adhesive liner around the mat perimeter. Do 
this by carefully peeling the liner at the edge of the mat. Finger 

nails work best, but use a knife if needed.

Remove the liner one length/side each time. As you remove the 
liner, ensure you do so by pulling slowly away from you - this will 

help prevent the linder from tearing.

Items you will need

Floor
cleaner

Alcohol
wipes

Vacuum
cleaner
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Repeat step six for each length/side and continue to wipe using 
the alcohol wipes for maximum adhesion.

If you find bubbles are present in the edging, carefully lift (as 
you may have done with the mat centre) to remove anything that 
may be causing the bubble and reposition, wiping over with an 

alcohol wipe.
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Thank you for purchasing and installing your new Noopli Self-Install contamination control mat. We take 
great pride in our products and if you have any issues, questions or queries regarding the product or 

installation please contact us and we’d be happy to help. 

Contact us either through our website; www.noopli.com or by email; help@noopli.com.

Noopli Loose Laid is a pre-made mat, simply unpack and unroll into place. Alternatively, installed by our 
experienced Service Engineers, ‘Walk’ for pedestrianised traffic and ‘Pro’ for wheeled traffic are products 

that come with an installation guarantee, warranty and service options, as well as regular METs (Mat 
Efficiency Tests) - everything you need for optimum contamination control.
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